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Abstract
We study the spaces of rhombus tilings, i.e. the graphs whose vertices
are tilings of a fixed zonotope, and two tilings are linked if one can pass
from one to the other one by a local transformation, called flip.
We first use a decomposition method to encode rhombus tilings and
give a useful characterization for a sequence of bits to encode a tiling.
In codimension 2, we use the previous coding to get a canonical representation of tilings, and an order structure on the space of tilings, which
is shown to be a graded poset, from which connectivity is deduced.
Keywords: tilings, structure, order

Résumé
Nous étudions les espaces de pavages rhombiques, i.e. les graphes dont
les sommets sont les pavages d’un zonotope fixé, et deux pavages sont
liés si on peut passer de l’un à l’autre par une série de transformations
locales appelées flips.
Nous utilisons une méthode de décomposition pour coder ces pavages,
et donnons une caractérisation des séquences de bits codant effectivement des pavages.
En codimension 2, nous utilisons ce codage pour donner une
représentation canonique des pavages, et une structure d’ordre sur
l’espace des pavages. Cet ordre est gradué, ce qui nous permet d’en
déduire la connexité de l’ensemble.
Mots-clés: pavage, structure, ordre
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Abstract
We study the spaces of rhombus tilings, i.e. the graphs whose vertices are tilings of a
fixed zonotope, and two tilings are linked if one can pass from one to the other one by a
local transformation, called flip.
We first use a decomposition method to encode rhombus tilings and give a useful
characterization for a sequence of bits to encode a tiling.
In codimension 2, we use the previous coding to get a canonical representation of
tilings, and an order structure on the space of tilings, which is shown to be a graded
poset, from which connectivity is deduced.

1 Introduction
Rhombus tilings are tilings of zonotopes with rhombohedra. More precisely, we fix a sequence (v1 , v2 , . . . , vD ) of vectors of Rd (such that each subsequence (vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vid ) of
length d is a basis of Rd ) and
o The tiled
n a sequenceP(m1 , m2 , . . . , mD ) of positive integers.
D
d
zonotope V is the set: V = v ∈ R , v = i=1 λi vi , 0 ≤ λi ≤ mi , mi ∈ M, vi ∈ V , and each
tile is (a translated copy of) a rhombohedron defined by a set {vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vid )} of d vectors.
The notion of flip on tilings is carefully studied. Assume that a tiling T of Z contains d + 1
tiles which pairwise share a facet. In such a case, a new tiling Tf lip of Z can be obtained by a
flip consisting in changing the position of the d + 1 previous tiles. The space of tilings of Z is
the graph whose vertices are tilings of Z and two tilings are linked by an edge if they differ
by a single flip. The structure of spaces of tilings in very interesting, since rhombus tilings
appear in physics as a classical model for quasicrystals [1].
In the first part of this paper, we use ideas (deletion, contraction) issued from matroid
theory [2, 8] to get a decomposition method for tilings (section 3). We see how to encode
a tiling by a sequence of small tilings, containing d + 1 tiles. Informally, this encoding can
be seen as a pilling of (hyper)cubes, in a similar way as it has been done by Thurston [13]
for the particular case of tilings with lozenges (d = 2 and D = 3) for any simply connected
polygon. The first important result of the paper (the reconstruction theorem, section 4) is a
∗
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characterization of sequences of small tilings which really encode a (big) tiling. This characterization is local in the sense that it can be checked using a set of conditions, each of them
using a bounded number of small tilings.
The complexity of the space of tilings is strongly related to the parameter c = D − d,
called the codimension. If c = 0, there exists a unique tiling. For c = 1, it can easily be shown
(using the pilling of cube interpretation) that the space of tilings can be directed so as to get a
structure of distributive lattice. In Section 5, using the reconstruction theorem, we introduce
a representation of tilings which allows to prove the main result of the paper: for c = 2, the
space of tilings can be directed so as to get a graded poset (with single maximal and minimal
elements). This result clearly induces the connectivity of the space, which is a non-trivial
result linked to the general Baues problem [11] on polytopes. As another consequence, we
obtain that flips induce a Markov chain on the space of tilings, whose limit distribution is
uniform.
Before this paper, a parallel study has been done by Ziegler [15], about higher Bruhat orders. Those are combinatorial structures, which can be interpreted as extensions of matroids.
We recall that the Bohne-Dress theorem [12] claims that tilings of zonotopes can also be interpreted as extensions of matroids. Thus, the study from Ziegler can be seen as the study
of tilings of unitary zonotopes constructed from vectors in cyclic arrangement. For those
zonotopes, Ziegler proves that the space of tilings can be directed so as to get a graded poset
(with a unique minimal element and a unique maximal element), for c ≤ 4. Later, Felsner
and Weil [7] prove the same result, when d ≤ 2. To our knowledge, the connectivity problem
is still open for the other kinds of zonotopes. We mention that R. Kenyon [10] has proved
the connectivity in dimension 2, for any simply connected domain.

2 Tilings of Zonotopes and Minors
We deal in this paper with a particular case of tilings in Rd , called zonotopal rhombic tilings.
Let us now define the fundamental elements studied in the following.
The canonical basis of Rd will be noticed (e1 , e2 , ..., ed ). Let V = (v1 , ..., vD ) be a sequence
of D vectors in Rd such that D ≥ d and each subsequence (vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vid ) is a basis of Rd .
The parameter c = D − d is called the codimension.
Let M = (m1 , ..., mD ) be a sequence of D nonnegative integers. mi is associated with the
vector vi and called the multiplicity
zonotope Z = (V, M ) associated with Vo and M
n of vi . TheP
d
d
is the region of R defined by: v ∈ R , v = D
i=1 λi vi , 0 ≤ λi ≤ mi , mi ∈ M, vi ∈ V . Thus,
n
o
P
Z is the convex hull of the finite set v ∈ Rd , v = D
λ
m
v
,
λ
∈
{0,
1},
v
∈
V
.
i
i
i
i
i
i=1
One can define classically (see for example [14] p. 51-52) its faces, vertices (faces of dimension 0), edges (faces of dimension 1), and facets (faces of dimension d − 1). The number:
P
s = D
i=1 mi is the size of the zonotope Z; we say that Z is an s-zonotope. Z is said to be
unitary if all the multiplicities are equal to 1 (see Figure 1 for examples).
Let Z = (V, M ) be a zonotope. The sequence of vectors forming the sequence V is called
the type of Z. A prototile is a unitary zonotope constructed with a subsequence V 0 of d distinct
vectors taken in V . A sequence V of D vectors of Rd induces (D
d ) different prototiles. A tile
t is a translated prototile, i.e. it is defined by a pair (p, w), where p is a prototile and w a
translation vector (formally, we have: t = w + p). Since tiles are some particular polytopes,
their vertices, edges and facets are defined as well. The type of a tile is the type of the
2

Figure 1: A 2-dimensional zonotope and a 3-dimensional zonotope both defined on 4 vectors

corresponding prototile.
A tiling T of a zonotope Z = (V, M ) is a set of tiles constructed with vectors in V , such
that each intersection between tiles is a face of the tiles (i.e. there is no overlap) and the union
of tiles is equal to Z (i.e. there is no gap). The extremal points of a tile are the vertices of the
tiling, and the edges of a tile are the edges of the tiling. Two tiles are adjacent if they share a
whole facet. We say that Z is the support of the tiling T . If Z is an s-zonotope, we say that T
is an s-tiling.

2.1 De Bruijn sections
Definition 1 (lifting, height function) Let Z = (V, M ) be a zonotope, with V = (v1 , ..., vD ),
and x0 be a fixed extremal point of Z.
A lifting of V is a sequence U = (u1 , ..., uD ) of vectors of Rd+1 , for each integer j such that
1 ≤ j ≤ D, we have: uj = (vj , αj ).
Let T be a tiling of Z. The associated lifting is the unique function fT,U which associates to
each vertex of TZ a vector in Rd+1 and satisfies the following properties: fT,U (x0 ) = (0, 0, . . . , 0)
and for any pair (x, x0 ) of vertices of T such that x0 = x + vi and [x, x0 ] is an edge of T , we have:
fT,U (x0 ) = fT,U (x) + ui . See Figure 2.
The height function hT,U associated with a lifted tiling fT,U , is the component upon ed+1 of
fT,U .
One can easily prove that the definition of lifting of a tiling is consistent since a zonotope
is homeomorphic to a closed disk of Rd . Notice that fT,U is defined for the set of vertices of
Z and does not depend on the tiling T chosen.
The two mostly used lifting functions are the principal lifting function, defined by ∀vi ∈ V ,
ui = (vi , 1), and the k-located function, where for a fixed integer k, uk = (vk , 1) and ∀i 6= k,
ui = (vi , 0) . The k-located function has same value on each vertex of a tile whose type does
not contain vk , and differs by 1 at the endpoints of an edge of type vk . Consequently, the
principal function differs by 1 at the endpoints of each edge of the tiling.
Now, since height functions have been defined, one may introduce the important concept
of de Bruijn families and sections, widely used in the core of the paper (See [5] for details).
Definition 2 (de Bruijn section, family) Let T be a tiling of a zonotope Z = (V, M ), and hi the
i-located function. The de Bruijn family associated with the vector vi is the set of tiles having vi in
their type. Moreover, the j-th de Bruijn section is the set of tiles whose i-located function is j − 1
on one facet, and j on the opposite facet. This section will be noted S{vi ,j} (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The 2-located height function and two de Bruijn sections.

+
One sees that a de Bruijn section S{vi ,j} disconnects the tiling into two parts, T{v
and
i ,j}
−
T{vi ,j} . The first one is composed of tiles whose vertices have i-located function larger than
j, and the second corresponds to the tiles whose height function is smaller. Hence, for j < j 0 ,
−
−
we have: T{v
⊆ T{v
0 .
i ,j}
i ,j }
We say that two de Bruijn sections S{vi ,j} and S{vk ,l} are parallel if vi = vk . The intersection of a set of d de Bruijn sections of T which are pairwise not parallel is a tile of T . The
intersection of a set of d − 1 de Bruijn sections which are pairwise not parallel is a set of tiles
which can be totally ordered in such a way that two consecutive tiles are adjacent. Such an
intersection is called a de Bruijn line.

2.2 Flips
2.2.1 Tilings of a unitary d+1-zonotope
We first focus on a unitary zonotope of codimension 1. One easily checks that such a zonotope admits exactly two tilings: Let V = (v1 , ..., vd+1 ) be the sequence of vectors and p0 be the
prototile constructed with the d first vectors: there is a tiling T with a tile t0 of type p0 such
+
−
0+
that T{v
is empty and T{v
= {t0 }, and one tiling T 0 such that T{v
= {t0 + vd+1 }
d+1 ,1}
d+1 ,1}
d+1 ,1}
0−
and T{v
is empty.
d+1 ,1}
One arbitrarily considers one of these tilings as the high position, and the other one as the
low position.
0
P Remark that T and T are symmetrical according to the symmetry centered in the vector:
1≤i≤d+1 vi /2.
Any pair of tiles of T (or T 0 ) are adjacent, since they form a whole de Bruijn line of T . The
orders in each de Bruijn line are opposite in T and T 0 .

2.2.2 Space of tilings
Those tilings of unitary zonotope of codimension 1 can appear, translated, in tilings of a
larger zonotope Z. Assume that the tiling Tz of a unitary d+1-zonotope z of codimension 1
appears in a tiling T of Z, translated by a vector v (i. e. formally: v + Tz ⊂ T ). We say that
4

the tiling T 0 of Z, defined by: T 0 = (T \ (v + Tz )) ∪ (v + Tz0 ), is obtained from T by a geometric
flip.
The type of the flip is the type of z. It will be denoted by the set of indexes of vectors of
its support. We have (D
d+1 ) types of flips; in particular, for D = d + 2, we have D types of
flips. The flip is an up flip if Tz is the low tiling of z, and its converse is a down flip.
The space of tilings of a zonotope Z is the symmetric labeled graph whose vertices are the
tilings of Z, and two tilings are linked by an edge if they differ by a geometric flip. The label
of the edge is the type of the corresponding flip.
The edges of the space of tilings can then be directed by the orientation of flips. One
can set a relation between tilings as follows: given two distinct tilings T and T 0 , we say that
T <f lip T 0 if there exists a sequence of up flips leading from T to T 0 . (i.e. if there exists a
directed path from T to T 0 in the space of tilings, directed as above). We will see later that
<f lip is really an order relation, which is not a priori true, with this definition.
In the following, we label a flip by the indexes of the vectors defining the flipped tiles.
An important result is that flips induce connectivity between all tilings of zonotopes for
d = 2, i.e. every tiling of a given dimension 2 zonotope Z can be deduced from another tiling
of Z by a sequence of flips (see [4, 6, 10] for details). This is an important open question in
the case of larger dimensions.
The point is now to study spaces of zonotopal tilings. Despite the fact that rhombic tilings
are defined for any dimension, the figures are in dimension 2, for convenience.

2.3 Deletions
Let T be a tiling of support T , and S{vi ,j} be a de Bruijn section of T . One can remove the tiles
+
of S{vi ,j} and translate all the tiles of T{v
by the vector −vi . For D > d, the configuration
i ,j}
0
0
0
obtained is a tiling of Z = (V, M ) where M is defined by: m0i = mi − 1 and ∀k 6= i, m0k = mk
(except in the special case when mi = 1, in such a case, we have Z 0 = (V 0 , M 0 ) with V 0 and
M 0 respectively obtained from V and M removing the ith component). Such an operation
defines a deletion relation on zonotope tilings.
The tiling obtained is denoted by D{vi ,j} (T ), and for each tile t of T , we state: D{vi ,j} (t) =
+
+
t for t in T{v
, and D{vi ,j} (t) = t − vi for t in T{v
.
i ,j}
i ,j}
For consistence, the de Bruijn sections of D{vi ,j} (T ) according to vi are assumed to be
numbered 1, 2, . . . , j − 1, j + 1, . . . , mi . By this way, D{vi ,j} (t) and t both are in de Bruijn
sections with the same label. We also need this convention for the proposition below, when
vi = vk .
Proposition 2.1 (commutativity of deletions) Let T be a tiling of a zonotope Z , and two deletions D{vi ,j} and D{vk ,l} . We have:
D{vi ,j} (D{vk ,l} (T )) = D{vk ,l} (D{vi ,j} (T ))
Proof: The tiling T can be partitioned into the five parts below:
−
−
: the tiles of this part remain unchanged by the successive deletions,
∩ T{v
• T{v
i ,j}
k ,l}
taken in any order,
−
+
• T{v
: the tiles of this part are translated by −vi during the successive dele∩ T{v
i ,j}
k ,l}
tions, taken in any order,
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−
+
• T{v
∩ T{v
: the tiles of this part are translated by −vk during the successive delei ,j}
k ,l}
tions, taken in any order,
+
+
• T{v
∩ T{v
: the tiles of this part are translated by −(vi + vk ) during the successive
i ,j}
k ,l}
deletions, taken in any order.

• S{vi ,j} ∪ S{vk ,l} : the tiles of this part are removed during the successive deletions, taken
in any order.
Thus the order of deletions does not give any change. This gives the commutativity result.
¤
A tiling obtained from T by a sequence of p deletions is called a s−p-minor of T .
The pairs {vi , j} can be totally ordered (by the lexicographic order, for example). From
this order, the sets {{vi1 , j1 }, {vi2 , j2 }, . . . , {vip , jp }} formed by p elements of the type {vi , j}
can also be totally ordered. Therefore, the s−p-minors of T can be totally ordered. The
sequence of s−p-minors of T is given by this order.

Figure 3: Commutativity of deletions.

Proposition 2.2 Assuming s ≥ d + 2, every tiling is defined by the sequence of its s−1-minors.
Proof: Let Z be a zonotope, T one of its tilings. Notice that one can easily compute the
sequence of s−2-minors of T from the sequence of its s−1-minors. Let {vi , j} and {vi0 , j 0 }
be two distinct pairs, D1 and D2 respectively denote the corresponding deletions, and D1,2
denote the corresponding double deletion.
For each tile t0 of D1,2 (T ), one can easily compute the tiles t1 such that t1 is in D2 (T ) and
D1 (t1 ) = t0 , and t2 such that t2 is in D1 (T ) and D2 (t2 ) = t0 . Precisely, on can compute the
pair (²1 , ²2 ) of {0, 1}2 such that t1 = t0 + ²1 vi and t2 = t0 + ²2 vi0 .
Let t0 be the tile of T such that t1 = D2 (t0 ). From the commutativity, we also have:
t2 = D1 (t0 ) (see Figure 4). Moreover, from the definition of de Bruijn sections, t0 = t2 +²1 vi =
t0 + ²1 vi + ²2 vi0 : the tile t0 can be computed from t0 , t1 and t2 .
This gives the result, since for each tile t of T , there are two distinct pairs {vi , j} and
{vi0 , j 0 } such that t is out of S{vi ,j} ∪ S{vi0 ,j 0 } (from the hypothesis: s ≥ d + 2).
¤
Notice that the result is false for: s = d + 1. Each d-minor is reduced to a single tile, thus
the information about the arrangement of tiles is lost.
6
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D

2

t0

T

Figure 4: Proof of Proposition 2.2: computation of some tiles of T from D2 (T ) and D1 (T )

Iterating the proof for (s − 1)-deletion, one obtains the following result as a corollary for
proposition 2.2 (see Figure 3).
Corollary 2.3 Let s0 be a integer such that d + 1 ≤ s0 ≤ s. Assuming s ≥ d + 2, every tiling T of
zonotope is defined by the sequence of its s0 -minors.
In particular, this is true for d+1-minors.
Proof: Obvious by induction.

¤

Remark that there are two kinds of d+1-minors: those of codimension 0, the forced minors,
which are defined by the tiled zonotopes, and those of codimension 1, the free minors, which
are tilings of unitary zonotopes. Only the free ones contain some information, useful to
compute T . This information can be reduced to a single bit, corresponding to the fact that the
zonotope is respectively in low or high position.
This gives an encoding of zonotope tilings
P
by a word on the alphabet {0, 1} of length 1≤i1 <i2 <...<id ≤D mi1 mi2 . . . mid (see Figure 5 for
an example).
We define a set flip as follows: let T and T 0 be two tilings of a same zonotope such that
all their d+1-minors are the same, except one. we say that T and T 0 differ by a set flip. We
say that the set flip from T to T 0 is an up flip if the different d+1-minor is in low position in
T (and in high position in T 0 ).
Proposition 2.4 let T and T 0 be two tilings of a zonotope Z. T differs from T 0 by an upward set flip
if and only if T differs from T 0 by an upward geometric flip.
The relation <f lip defines a partial order.
Proof: It is clear that a geometric flip is a set flip with the same orientation, because it
changes locally the positions of d + 1 tiles. Since only one d+1-minor contains all these tiles,
their positions are changed in only this minor.
7
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Figure 5: Coding of tilings with d+1-minors.

For the converse part, we first study how a deletion and a set flip act on a fixed de Bruijn
line dBL. A deletion (which does not remove the whole de Bruijn line dBL) only removes
one tile of dBL and does not change the order in this line for the other tiles. Thus a set flip
changes the order on dBL if and only if dBL contains a pair {t, t0 } of tiles which appear in
the flip. Moreover, in this case, the comparison order is changed only for the pair {t, t0 }, since
any other pair of tiles appears in a d+1-minor unchanged by the flip. Thus, for consistence of
the order, the tiles t and t0 necessarily share a whole facet. Thus the flip is actually geometric.
The second part of the Proposition is an obvious corollary of the first part.
¤

3 Reconstruction theorem
We are interested in the following problem: given a zonotope Z and a sequence of d+1tilings (with the good length, and the good vectors), does there exist a tiling T of Z such that
the given sequence is the sequence of its d+1-minors ?
We can obviously solve the problem by constructing the (potential) d+2-minors, then
the d+3-minors, and so on until the searched tiling is found. If there is a contradiction, the
reconstruction is impossible, otherwise the tiling is obtained. But this can give the answer
faster, and the following proposition states that the first step is enough to obtain the answer.
Proposition 3.1 Let (Zm)m be a sequence of d+1-tilings. There exists a tiling T of a zonotope Z
whose sequence of d+1-minors is exactly (Zm)m if and only if the d+2-minors are compatible, i.e.
the sequence of d+2-minors can be correctly constructed.
Proof: We do the proof by induction on the size s of the zonotope. The case s = d + 2 is
obvious.
Let s > d + 2. Consider the prefix of the sequence (Zm)m formed by d+1-tilings where
the tiles of the (potential) de Bruijn section {vD , mD } do not appear (since it is assumed that
the deletion D{vD ,mD } has been done). This subsequence is, by assumption, the sequence of
d+1-minors of a tiling T 0 of size s − 1.
On the other hand, for each tile t of T 0 , there exists a d+1-tiling Tt containing t and d tiles
of the de Bruijn section {vD , mD }. Hence t can be assigned a + or − sign, depending on its
8

position in Tt , relatively to S{vD ,mD } (+ if the D-located height function of t is 1, − if it is
0). Let T 0+ be the part of T 0 formed by the tiles marked + and T 0− the part formed by tiles
marked −.
Let us now consider a straight line l directed by vD . We claim that, following l in the
sense of vD , one first meets tiles marked −, then tiles marked +. This means that T 0+ and
T 0− are convex along vD , i.e. that the new de Bruijn section can be inserted correctly in T 0 ,
thus leading to a new tiling T . Two cases may occur:
• l only meets facets and interior parts tiles of T 0 . Consider two tiles of T 0 , say t1 and t2 ,
which share a facet, and such that t2 follows t1 in the succession of tiles crossed by l in
the direction of vD . There exists a d+2-minor Td+2 containing (tiles corresponding to)
tiles of {vD , mD } and tiles t1 and t2 . There are only three possible sign assignment for
(t1 , t2 ), since the assignment: + for t1 and − for t2 , is impossible ; otherwise the tile t3
of type {τ } ∪ {vD } (where τ denotes the set of common vectors in the types of t1 and
t2 ) cannot be placed in the d+2-minor Td+2 (see Figure 6).
t1

T+

T

−

+

+
t

2

+

t1

t

−

2

t1
t

−

2

−
v
D

t

t1

2

Figure 6: The three possible sign assignments for t1 and t2 , from the possible positions in the
de Bruijn line of Td+2 .

• l meets a face f of the tiling T 0 of dimension lower than d − 1. Then, there are two tiles
t1 and t2 with the same hypothesis as in the previous case, but sharing only the face
f . There exists a parallel line l0 , arbitrarily close to l, satisfying the hypothesis of the
previous case, and crossing both t1 and t2 (but t1 and t2 are not necessarily consecutive
along l0 . See Figure 7). Thus the assignment: + for t1 and − for t2 , is impossible.

l’
l

t2

t1

Figure 7: A line l crossing a vertex, and the auxiliary line l0
.
Hence T 0+ and T 0− are consistent according to {vD , mD }, allowing to translate the part
9

T 0+ by vD , in order to insert the de Bruijn section S{vD ,mD } . The tiling T obtained (such that
+
−
T 0+ = T{v
+ vD and T 0− = T{v
) is the one searched, which ends the proof.
¤
D ,mD }
D ,mD }

4 Representation in codimension 2
From this section, we limit ourselves to the case when D = d + 2. A type of a flip will be
labeled by the sequence of indexes of the d + 1 vectors involving in it, or, for convenience, by
the overlined index by the missing vector (for example, a flip whose support is the unitary
zonotope constructed with the first d + 1 vectors is labeled by 12...d + 1 = d + 2).
As seen formerly, the zonotopal tilings can be easily encoded by considering their minors.
More precisely, one tiling is defined by the set of high or low positions of all (free) d+1minors. We will now describe a representation tool for zonotope tilings based on the minor
structure. But, before doing it, we need more knowledge about d+2-zonotopes.

4.1 The basic d+2-zonotopes
In dimension d, there exists two basic kinds of d+2-zonotopes of dimension d whose tiling
is not forced: either all vectors have multiplicity 1 (codimension 2), or there is one vector of
multiplicity 2 (codimension 1). We first precisely study these cases.
4.1.1 The d+2-zonotope of codimension 1
Proposition 4.1 The space of tilings of the zonotope Zi of codimension 1 with the vector vi of multiplicity 2 (and the d other ones of multiplicity 1) contains three tilings and is a chain of length 2.
Proof: In each tiling, there exists a unique tile t which is not element of S{vi ,1} ∪ S{vi ,2} .
−
−
Since T{v
⊆ T{v
, we have three tilings:
i ,1}
i ,2}
−
,
• one tiling with t ∈ T{v
i ,1}
+
• one tiling with t ∈ T{v
,
i ,2}
−
−
\ T{v
.
• one tiling with t ∈ T{v
i ,2}
i ,1}

The directed edges corresponding to flips are obvious (remark that both the free d+1minors of Zi are of the same type, which gives the chain) (see Figure 8).
¤

4.1.2 The unitary d+2-zonotope
We first need more information about the structure of tilings of unitary d+1-zonotopes. This
is given by the lemma below.
Lemma 4.2 Let T be a tiling of unitary d+1-zonotope, and v be a vector not in the type of Z. We
define a tournament G(T,v) on the tiles of T saying that (t1 , t2 ) is an arc of G(T,v) if the vector v
crosses their common facet passing from t1 to t2 (see Figure 9).
The tournament G(T,v) is actually a total order.
10

Figure 8: Space of tilings of a codimension 1 zonotope with one duplicated vector.

3

1
2

Figure 9: A codimension 1 tiling, the added vector (dashed), and the ordering of tiles according to this vector.

Proof: Since all pairs of tiles are linked, we only have to prove that G(T,v) has no cycle of
length 3. We prove it reducing the problem to the case: d = 2, for which the proof is easy by
a case by case analysis.
In higher dimension, notice that, since D = d + 1, the types of three given tiles t1 , t2 and
t3 contain (d + 1) − 3 = d − 2 common vectors. Let p denote the orthogonal projection on
the 2-dimensional space which is orthogonal to the d − 2 common vectors. The projections
p(ti ) are parallelograms, and we have (ti , tj ) in G(T,v) if and only if (p(ti ), p(tj )) is in GH,p(v) ;
where H denotes the hexagon covered by the parallelograms p(ti ) (H is really a hexagon,
since otherwise the tiles ti cannot be pairwise adjacent). This gives the result, since Gp(v) is
not a cycle.
¤
Proposition 4.3 The space of tilings of a unitary d+2-zonotope is a cycle of length 2(d + 2), and
each possible label is given to a pair of edges, which are opposite in the cycle.
Proof: let T be a tiling of the unitary zonotope Z = ((v1 , v2 , . . . , vd+2 ), (1, 1, . . . , 1)). From
−
is an initial segment of
the above lemma applied on the support Z 0 of D{vd+2 ,1} (T ), T{v
d+2 ,1}
the order induced by vd+2 on tiles of D{vd+2 ,1} (T ).
Conversely, given a tiling T 0 whose support is Z 0 , and an initial segment T 0 (according
to the order induced by vd+2 ), one easily constructs a tiling of Z: tiles which are not in the
initial segment are translated by vd+2 , and tiles of S{vd+2 ,1} are inserted in the remaining
space. There exists d + 2 possible initial segments for a set of d + 1 elements, thus, since Z 0
admits two tilings, there exists 2(d + 2) tilings of Z.
Now, take a tiling of T , i. e. a tiling T 0 of the zonotope Z 0 and I one initial segment of
it. What are the possible flips from T ? First assume that the initial segment is proper (i. e.
11

neither empty nor equal to T 0 ). There are two possible flips, which correspond to adding or
removing one tile in I. No other flip is possible because of the relative position of tiles given
by the order on tiles of T 0 (the flip only using tiles of T 0 is not possible because of the cut by
S{vd+2 ,1} ).
A similar argument holds for the other case. If I is empty, two flips are possible, one
which corresponds to adding the first tile in I, the other one only uses tiles of T 0 . If I = T 0 ,
two flips are possible, one which corresponds to removing the last tile in I, the other one
only uses tiles of T 0 . This gives the result, using the symmetry of both tilings of Z 0 to get the
labels of opposite edges.
¤

4.1.3 Order convention
We fix a basic tiling T0 of the unitary d+2-zonotope. We enforce the convention of low
and high position, defining low positions of d+1-tilings as tilings which are elements of the
sequence of d+1-minors of T0 . With this convention, T0 is the lowest tiling of the unitary
d+2-zonotope; T1 , the opposite tiling in the cycle, is the largest tiling, The space is formed
by two directed chains from T0 to T1 , which only meet at their endpoints. Up to vector
renumbering , it can be assumed that, from T0 to T1 the sequence of successive labels in
a chain is (d + 2, d + 1, . . . , 1) and the sequence is (1, 2, . . . , d + 2) for the other chain (see
Figure 10).
We can encode each tiling by its position on the cycle as follows: the tiling at the end of
the path issued from T0 , whose sequence of labels is (d + 2, d + 1, . . . , d + 3 − i), is denoted
by TiL (informally, TiL is in ith position on the left chain), and the tiling at the end of the
path, issued from T0 , whose sequence of labels is (1, 2, . . . , i), is denoted by TiR (informally,
TiR is in ith position on the right chain).
T 3L

123

234

134

T 3R

124

T 2L

T 2R
134

124

T1L

T1R
123

234

Figure 10: The order associated with a unitary octagon.

4.2 Tiling diagrams
We can now precisely explain how we represent a fixed tiling T .
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4.2.1 Points
In our representation, each d+1-minor is associated to a point. Each point p is defined by two
parameters. We first have a coordinate vector, element of Zd+2 , which indicates the position of
the d+1-minor in the sequence of minors: The ith component, denoted by ip , of this vector is
equal to j if the deletion according to the pair {vi , j} has not been done to obtain the corresponding d+1-minor; the component ip is null if, for each integer j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ mi , the
deletion according to {vi , j} have been done (thus there exists exactly one null component).
Remark that a similar vector coordinate will also be given to each d+2-minor whose support
is a unitary zonotope: the only difference is that there is no null component.
The other parameter is a color, which is white if the d+1-minor is in low position, or black
if in high position.
The important thing for reconstructing a tiling T is the set of coloring constraints which
are given by the sequence of d+2-minors. We now explain how coloring constraints are
expressed.

4.3 Arrows
Two points correspond to the pair of minors of a same d+2-minor (the support of this d+2minor is a d+2-zonotope of codimension 1) if and only if they only differ by one non-null
coordinate.
From what has been seen about these d+2-tilings, there exists exactly three allowed colorings of such a pair of points, corresponding to tilings of a d+2-zonotope.
The forbidden coloring uses both colors. We put an arrow in such a way that the origin
of the arrow is black in the forbidden coloring (and the end of the arrow is black). Thus, the
three allowed colorings of the tiled d+2-zonotope are the fully black one, the fully white one,
and the coloring with the origin of the arrow being black and the other point being white.
This is the first constraint.
The arrow is labeled by the index of the coordinate which is different for the points.
The arrows of the diagram give the covering relation: a point p is covered by a point p0 if
there exists an arrow such that p is the origin of the arrow, and p0 its endpoint.

4.4 Lines
Fix a d+2-minor whose support is a unitary d+2-zonotope. A point corresponds to a d+1minor of this d+2-tiling if and only if its coordinate vector is obtained replacing one coordinate of the d+2-minor by 0.
Such points are linked by line, i. e. they form a sequence ordered in the same way as flips
are ordered in a path between T0 and T1 . From what has been seen about tilings of unitary
d+2-zonotopes, with the order convention, the black points have to form a final or initial
segment (i. e. a suffix or a prefix) of the line. This is the second constraint.
Hence, tilings of zonotopes are presented as diagrams on which lines represent unitary
d+2-zonotopes, and arrows represent d+2-zonotopes of codimension 1 (see Figure 11). Notice that arrows and lines only depend on the support of the tiling. From the reconstruction
theorem, a coloring of points induces a tiling if and only if it respects the constraints above.
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l’ : (1,2,1,1)
(0,2,1,1)

{v4,1}

(1,1,1,0)

(1,1,0,1)

l : (1,1,1,1)
(1,0,1,1) (0,1,1,1)

{v3,1}
{v2,2}

(1,2,0,1)

{v2,1}
{v1,1}

(1,2,1,0)

Figure 11: A tiling and the associated diagram (notice the orientation of the arrows, according to the inversion property).

4.5 Properties of diagrams
First notice that the highest diagram (i. e. with all points black) and the lowest one (i. e. with
all points white) are tilings. We will use two main properties of diagrams.
Lemma 4.4 (inversion property) Let l = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pd+2 ) and l0 = (p01 , p02 , . . . , p0d+2 ) be two
distinct lines such that there exists a unique integer i such that pi = p0i .
Assume p1 is covered by p01 . For any integer j such that 1 ≤ j < i, pj is covered by p0j , and for
any integer j such that i < j ≤ d + 2, p0j is covered by pj (see Figure 11 for an illustration of this
property).
Of course, a similar property holds when it is assumed that pd+2 is covered by p0d+2 .
Proof: Consider the d+2-minor whose sequence of minors corresponds to points pi and p0i .
Its support Z0 has codimension 2, its multiplicity is 1 according to any vector vj , for j 6= i
and its multiplicity is 2 according to the vector vi .
Consider the tiling Twh. of Z0 corresponding to the fully white coloring. This tiling has
two minors of codimension 2 which are obtained by a deletion according to vi . By definition,
both these minors are equal to T0 . That means that there is no tile between both de Bruijn
lines according to vi of Twh. .
By a sequence of flips, one can move the de Bruijn lines in such a way that each tile
(whose type does not contain vi ) of the resulting tiling Tinside is between both de Bruijn
lines according to vi (see Figure 12). This is done using two successive sequences of flips,
one labeled by (1, 2, . . . , i − 1) used to move a de Bruijn line, and the other one labeled by
(d + 2, d + 1, . . . , i + 1) to move the other de Bruijn line.
Now, the set of black points is one of the sets: {p1 , p2 , . . . , pi−1 , p0i+1 , p0i+2 , . . . , p0d+2 } or
{p01 , p02 , . . . , p0i−1 , pi+1 , pi+2 , . . . , pd+2 }. But the second set is not possible, from our assumption about the arrow from p1 to p01 (if p01 is black, then p1 is necessarily black).
Thus the set of black points is {p1 , p2 , . . . , pi−1 , p0d+2 , p0d+1 , . . . , p0i+1 }, which forces the
sense of arrows, and gives the result.
¤
The inversion property allows to define the labeled line graph whose vertices are the lines
of the diagram. Let l = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pd+2 ) and l0 = (p01 , p02 , . . . , p0d+2 ) be two distinct lines. The
pair (l, l0 ) is an edge of the line graph if and only if that there exists a unique integer i such
14

T wh

T inside

Figure 12: The tilings Twh and Tinside .

that pi = p0i . This edge is labeled by i− if there is an arrow of the diagram from p1 to p01 , or
there is an arrow from p0d+2 to pd+2 ; otherwise the edge is labeled by i+ .
p’
1

p

1

l

p

p

d+2

l’

l

p

2

l
p’
p’

d+2

l

2−

l’

l’

l’
l

1−

l’

l

3+

l’

Figure 13: Examples of edges of the line graph.
The line graph only depends on the support of the tiling, i. e. two tilings with the same
support induce the same line global line graph (informally, the sign included in the label
indicates the sense of rotation to pass from l to l0 ).
Lemma 4.5 (consistence property) Let (l1 , l10 ) and (l2 , l20 ) be two edges of the line graph whose
labels are elements of the set {i+ , i− }. Both these edges have the same label if and only if: (il1 −
il10 )(il2 − il20 ) > 0.
Proof: Consider the zonotope Z0 of codimension 2, with multiplicity 1 for any vector vj
such that j 6= i and multiplicity 2 for vi . As for the previous lemma, each pair (lk , lk0 ) induces
a tiling of Z0 .
Consider the tiling Twh. of Z0 corresponding to the fully white coloring. Each de Bruijn
section of Twh. according to vi is numbered by an element of the set {ilk , ilk0 }, according to the
pair (lk , lk0 ). Moreover, the lowest index of each pair {ilk , ilk0 } is given to the same de Bruijn
section (and the largest index given to the other de Bruijn section).
From this tiling, as in the previous lemma, one can do a sequence of flips in order to
obtain the tiling Tinside . Looking at the set of black points for each pair of lines, the result is
obtained, considering the set of labels of flips in each case.
¤
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5 Structure of the order in codimension 2
We will now use our representation to obtain some structural results on the space of tilings.
Our main theorem is stated below:
Theorem 5.1 Let (T, T 0 ) be a pair of tilings with the same support, and BT (respectively BT 0 ) be the
set of black points for T (respectively T 0 ) of the diagram.
We have: T ≤ T 0 if and only if: BT ⊆ BT 0 .
The direct part of the theorem is obvious. To prove the converse, we consider two tilings
T and T 0 such that BT ⊆ BT 0 . The proof uses two lemmas which will be detailed first.
For convenience, we first introduce some vocabulary. The points in BT are said wholly
black, those which are not elements of BT0 0 are wholly white, the remaining points are positive.
A positive point is critical if it is only covered by fully white points. A positive point p is
removable for the pair (T, T 0 ) if BT 0 \ {p} is still the set of black points of a diagram of tiling.
A removable point is necessarily critical. We have to prove that (when T 6= T 0 ) there exists a
removable point.
If we only consider a tiling, then the lowest one is, by default, the fully white tiling. We
speak of absolutely removable point.

5.1 Cluster reduction
The cluster Fp generated by a point p is the set of lines passing through p. From Lemma 4.5,
the covering relation induces a total order over the points of Fp having same type. Moreover,
a cluster can be seen as the diagram of a zonotope Zp (with all multiplicities expect one being
unitary), and the previous colorings, restricted to Fp , are tilings, say Tp and Tp0 , of Zp . Since
BT ⊆ BT 0 , we have: BTp ⊆ BTp0 .
The point p is covered by no other point of Fp . Thus, if p is a critical point for (T, T 0 ), then
p becomes removable in Fp , for the pair (Tp , Tp0 ).
Lemma 5.2 Let p be a point removable in Fp for the pair (Tp , Tp0 ), and p0 be a positive point which
covers p. The point p0 is removable in Fp0 for the pair (Tp0 , Tp0 0 ).
Proof: Consider a line l0 passing through p0 . There exists a line l passing through p
and meeting l0 (since p0 covers p they differ by only one coordinate) on a common point p00 .
Let (Tl , Tl0 ) denote the pair of tilings of the unitary d+2-zonotope induced by (T, T 0 ) from
the colorings of the line l, From the inversion property, one sees (by an easy case by case
analysis) that if p is removable on l for the pair (Tl , Tl0 ), then p0 is removable on l0 for the pair
(Tl0 , Tl00 ) (see Figure 14 for an example; one can check that other configurations lead to the
same result). Thus p0 is removable in Fp0 .
¤
From this lemma, it suffices to prove that there exists a point p which can be removed
in Fp , to prove Theorem 5.1. We will do it now, using an appropriate notion: the obstacle
graph.

5.2 Obstacle graph
We now present the main tool used for the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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l
p’
l’
p
Figure 14: An example for the proof of Lemma 5.2
: if p is removable for l, then p0 is removable for l0 .

Definition 3 (Obstacle graph) The obstacle graph is the labeled directed graph G where:
• the vertices of G are the tilings (or corresponding lines of colored points) of the unitary d+2zonotope (except T0 ),
• (T, T 0 ) is an edge of G if there exists a d+3-tiling Taux of codimension 2 such that:
– T is a minor of Taux corresponding to a line l = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pd+2 ) included in the diagram of Taux ,
– T 0 is a minor of Taux corresponding to the other line l0 = (p01 , p02 , . . . , p0d+2 ) included in
the diagram of Taux , ,
– the unique point pi such that pi = p0i is (absolutely) removable in l, but is not (absolutely)
removable in l0 .
• If p1 = p01 , then the edge (T, T 0 ) is labeled by 1+ . If the integer i such that pi = p0i is not equal
to 1, then the edge (T, T 0 ) is labeled by i− if p1 is covered by p01 , and labeled by i+ otherwise.
The only edges of the obstacle graph are those listed below (see Figure 15):
• for each pair (k, j) such that 1 ≤ k < j ≤ d + 2, the pair (TkL , TjL ) is an edge labeled
by k − (except the pair (T1L , T(d+2)L ) which is not an edge),
• for each pair (k, j) such that 1 < k < d + 2 and d + 3 < j + k, the pair (TkL , TjR ) is an
edge labeled by k − ,
• for each pair (k, j) such that 1 ≤ k < j ≤ d + 2, the pair (TkR , TjR ) is an edge labeled
by k + (except the pair (T1R , T(d+2)R ) which is not an edge),
• for each pair (k, j) such that 1 < k < d + 2 and d + 3 < j + k, the pair (TkR , TjL ) is an
edge labeled by k + ,
• for each integer j such that 1 ≤ j < d + 2, the pair (T1 , TjL ) (we recall T1 = T(d+2)L =
T(d+2)R ) is an edge labeled by 1+ , and the pair (T1 , TjR ) is an edge labeled by d + 2− ,
Lemma 5.3 We say that a directed cycle in the obstacle graph is equilibrated if the sequence of labels
of its edges is such that, for each integer i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ d + 2, the label i+ appears in the sequence
if and only if i− also appears.
The obstacle graph has no (non-empty) equilibrated cycle.
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Figure 15: The obstacle graph.

Proof: Assume we try to find an equilibrated cycle. The vertices T1L and T1R cannot be
in the cycle, since they have no incoming edge. Then we remove them and all the edges
adjacent to them, i.e. all the edges labeled by 1− and (d + 2)+ . Because of the equilibration
requirement for the cycle, we remove all the edges labeled by 1+ or (d + 2)− .
We start again with vertices T2L and T2R . Since edges labeled by 1+ and (d + 2)− have
been removed, T2L and T2R have no more incoming edges. Then they can be removed,
as well as their outgoing edges, which are all the edges labeled by 2− and (d + 1)+ . For
equilibration requirements, one can also remove all edges labelled 2+ and (d + 1)− .
The procedure going on, one can check that the whole graph will be deleted. Then there
exists no equilibrated cycle.
¤

5.3 End of the proof
We now have the tools necessary to finish the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Proof: (of Th. 5.1). As it has been said before, the direct part is obvious. For the converse
part, from the cluster reduction, it suffices to find a point p removable in Fp according to the
pair (Tp , Tp0 ).
For each line l, we say that a point p is removable in l if p is removable for the pair (Tl , Tl0 )
of tilings of the unitary d+2-zonotope induced by the pair (T, T 0 ) from the colorings of l.
If T 6= T 0 , there exists a line l0 of the diagram associated to T containing a positive point
p0 , which can be assumed to be removable in l0 . If p0 is removable in Fp0 for (Tp0 , Tp0 0 ), then
we are done.
Otherwise, there exists a line l1 passing through p0 , such that p0 cannot be removed in
l1 . In this case, there necessarily exists another point p1 which is removable in l1 . If p1 is
removable in Fp1 for the pair (Tp1 , Tp0 1 ), then we are done. Otherwise, we can repeat the
process.
Assume that there is no point p removable in Fp for the pair (Tp , Tp0 ). With this hypothesis,
the process can be infinitely repeated to construct a sequence (li )i≥0 of lines. Thus there exists
a finite subsequence (li )i1 ≤i≤i2 which is a cycle, i. e.: li1 = li2 .
This cycle is actually a cycle Cline of the line graph. The main idea is the following:
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(0,2,1,1)

B ={(0,2,1,1),(0,2,2,1)}
T’

(0,2,2,1)

(1,1,2,0)

(1,1,1,0)

B ={(1,1,1,0),(1,1,2,0)}
T

B

T

B

T’

Figure 16: The underlying diagram for two tilings having two incomparable suprema.

From the cycle Cline , one canonically obtains a cycle Cobstacle of the obstacle graph, from the
mapping which associates to each line l of the diagram, the (coloring given by the) tiling Tl0
of the d+2-unitary zonotope. The edge labeling is preserved: if (l, l0 ) is an edge of Cline , then
the edge (Tl0 , Tl00 ) obtained by mapping has the same label as (l, l0 ).
From the study of the flip graph, the cycle Cobstacle is not equilibrated. One can assume
without loss of generality, that the label j + appears in the directed cycle, but label j − does
not appear. That means that, following the cycle Cline , the j th coordinate changes always in
the same direction. This cannot arise. Thus the process must stop with a line li and a point
pi which can be removed.
¤

5.4 Consequences
5.4.1 Diameter and connectivity
From Theorem 5.1, we obtain a structure of graded poset for the space of tilings. The maximal element is the fully black tiling, the minimal element is the fully white tiling. The rank
of
P a tiling is the number of black points of its diagram. The height of the order is the sum:
1≤i1 <i2 <...<id+1 ≤d+2 mi1 mi2 . . . mid+1 . This height above is also the diameter of the space of
tilings.
It was known before that for d = 2, or D −d = 1, the space of tilings is a graded poset (See
[9, 3]). As a corollary of Theorem 5.1, we obtain an extension of these results to D − d = 2, i.
e. the codimension 2 case.
For D − d = 2, the graded poset given is not a lattice in the general case. See a counterexample in Figure 16. This is an important difference with the case D − d = 1.
5.4.2 Uniform random sampling
Consider the Markov process on tilings defined as follows: choose uniformly at random a
point p of the diagram, and a color c (white or black). If the diagram obtained from T giving
the color c to p is the diagram of a tiling T1 then replace T by T1 .
Clearly, this process satisfies the hypothesis for ergodicity since the space of tilings is
connected and there exists some loops in the process. Thus the probability distribution pn
obtained after n steps (starting from any distribution, for example, one can take for p0 the
19

Dirac distribution, concentrated on the wholly white tiling) converges to the uniform distribution.

6 Perspectives
The decomposition method used here gives an interesting approach for rhombic tilings. The
associated diagrams give nontrivial results on the spaces of tilings.
The connectivity result presented here looks really encouraging for further studies, and
extensions of the flip graph may give more information on the sets of tilings, for example
flip distances between tilings.
Moreover, the method seems to apply for larger codimensions, or for more general polytopes.
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